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I'm so sorry for your loss.
Thank you very much for your answers. I'll reach you tomorrow.
My Skype name is Nina.Vishneva.
Best,
Nina
On Feb 3, 2016 10:31 PM, "Leonard Horowitz 1" <len15@mac.com> wrote:
On Feb 3, 2016, at 5:00 PM, Nina Vishneva wrote:
Dear Leonard,
I think, the idea is to show our audience that the 2009 swine flu virus was created in a lab, and the other viruses
too. And these are not just diseases, people created these viruses as a biological weapons. So, who did that?
Why?
Here are the questions:
1. Why did you and Mrs. Sherri Kane start this investigation about the swine flu virus?
My mother died of Guillain-Barre syndrome after taking the 1976 Swine Flu Vaccine. My public duty as a doctor,
public health professional, and pharmaceutical industry whistleblower compelled me to investigate the H1N1 Swine
Flu "outbreak" of 2009. This resulted in my Mexican Swine Flu video on the Internet viewed by hundreds-ofthousands of people before Google/YouTube censored it as shown in the attachment.

2. What was in those documents you've sent to the FBI? Can you explain, why do you think that the 2009 swine flu
pandemic was created and that behind it are well-known people, leaders of a private global biotechnology "trust"?

I've sent numerous complaints with the censored evidence of commercial crime to the FBI since 2001, beginning
with the CIPRO sales scam tied to the mailing of anthrax. The advanced bioweaponized anthrax was apparently
produced under Project Clearvision involving the CIA and Soviet defector Dr. Kanatjan Alibekov, now known as Ken
Alibek.
The 2009 H1N1 flu virus was a recombinant avian, swine and human flu virus containing genes fused by Dr. James
S. Robertson's group in England. That quasi-government agency supplied the vaccine industry, and Novovax
Corporation especially, since that company produced the vaccine in question.
For the virus to break out in Mexico, it meant the virus needed to be sent from England to the CDC by refrigerated
mail; and then it was brought to Mexico by someone from the CDC or CIA. (The CIA oversees all infectious disease
organizations for US National Security.) Dr. Rubin Donis and Rick Bright at the CDC were obviously involved and
are implicated by their ties to Novovax, associations that evidence "regulatory capture" of the CDC by the drug
company and its partners in the pharmaceutical cartel. Novavax became the "Johnny-on-the-spot" company

prepared for the outbreak with the unprecedented H5N1 and H1N1 flu vaccine that used Robertson's intellectual
property, for which he was contracted to receive money after the vaccine reached the market.
No other group in the world was capable of doing what they did: taking H5N1 viral genes from Asian Chickens,
bringing them to Europe; extracting their DNA, combining those H5N1 genes with H1N1 viruses from 1918 Spanish
flu isolate; then additionally mixing swine flu viruses from pigs, and then reverse engineering the new virus called a
"bio similar" to infect humans.
Also, the timing of the media fright, the huge publicity the purported outbreak received from media produces such as
ABC-Disney, Lloyd Blankfein at Goldman-Sachs that merged Astra-Zeneca, the flu mist vaccine maker; and Ruppert
Murdoch's and James Murdoch's tiles to Merck, Chiron, H1N1 swine flu vaccine testing on pregnant women and
others compounds evidence of a commercial crime.
3. How did the pharmaceutical companies work on the vaccine? Did it help spread of H1N1 instead of kill the virus?
See above explanation. They didn't want to kill the virus, they wanted to produce the virus to sell vaccines to
unwitting people.
4. The flu virus changes. All the time. And because of these mutation we need the new vaccines. Does it mean that
the vaccines became big business?
Yes. You can think of the viral mutations that occur naturally as justification to develop new vaccines IF you believe
in vaccines, and I no longer do, given what I have learned from my investigations. Governments and civilization
would be far better protected and cured by manufacturing advanced silver hydrofoils that resonate at the frequency
of oxygen--that is 528Hz/nm.
5. What can you say about Zika virus? Is it man made too?
Yes. I believe that Zika is another man-made virus developed for vaccine research and profit. I am very concerned
about the recent urgency promoted by the media over the Zika virus--claimed to be a weak strain of the dengue
fever virus. I have produced a video online at RevolutionTelevision.net detailing and evidencing the Oxford
University investment bankers and private equity investments fueling the corporations profiting from this "outbreak,"
including OxiTec, that is manufacturing genetically-modified (GM) mosquitoes as a remedy, and that company's
associations with dengue fever vaccine makers.
So, 7pm HST would be 12am EST. Right? Yes, it works for me. I'll be in our studios.
Okay. 7pm HST tomorrow night is fine. Use "SherriKane" for your Skype connection.
Aloha,
Leonard
Best regards,
Nina

